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In 2003, Laurie founded Armstrong and Associates, a 
team of professionals who provide professional 
Coaching, Human Resources (HR) and Strategic 
Planning services.   

Solutions expertly support small, mid-size or multi-
national organizations with multiple locations, by 
creating high performance cultures. 

On an individual level, every day Laurie and her team 
see, that with Coaching, a person’s maximum potential 
is realized when preparation meets opportunity.   

Human Resources & Strategy 
 

In addition to the formulation of Business Strategies and Action Plans, Laurie is the recipient of several awards for making impactful 
contributions throughout the employee lifecycle and during periods of organizational change. HR Audits with recommendations for 
program/process improvements, efficiencies and cost containment strategies help clients meet corporate objectives resulting in return 
on investment.   
 
Implementing outstanding HR and Total Reward programs and policies that align with business strategy and engage employees while 
minimizing business risk.  Notably, decreasing turnover by up to 50% with the creation of exceptional HR solutions including employee 
engagement programs, on-boarding, enhanced corporate communication, and leadership development programs. These powerful 
employee retention initiatives, help organizations retain crucial proprietary knowledge and save hundreds of thousands $$ in turnover 
costs. 
 
Unique in the HR field, Laurie offers a blend of business and operations acumen that has benefited her clients as she quickly 
understands their needs and builds distinctive solutions that identify, engage and retain world-class talent.    
 

Coaching 

She has been commended as a trusted Advisor and valued Coach by facilitating the achievement of pivotal business, personal and 
career development goals.   

As a trained Solutions-Focused Coach, Laurie looks beyond skills development – as coaching considers strengths, opportunities, style, 
aspirations and values to enhance a client’s self-awareness leading to enduring changes in behaviour and attitude. The coaching process 
promotes a commitment to measurable activities that have clear organizational or personal benefits. 
 
Armstrong and Associates offers Career Coaching with comprehensive Career Discovery Assessments, which have an international 
reputation and are thoroughly tested for validity and reliability. The on-line assessments, unavailable to the general public, have created 
career success for millions of users for over 20 years.  Personalized Career Coaching assists students or adult career changers to 
identify their best career fit and develop individualized action plans with next steps for a path to career fulfillment.   

She holds a Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA), and achieved both the nationally recognized Certified Human Resources 
Leader (CHRL) and Certified Human Resources Professional (CHRP) designations.  Laurie is an active member of the International 
Coach Federation (ICF), ICF Toronto Chapter, and Human Resources Professionals Association (HRPA). 
 
 
For further details on how Laurie and the Armstrong & Associates team’s expertise can benefit you or your organization, contact her:  
 
 

  

  Email: laurie@armstrongandassociates.ca  
  Phone:  289.878.8062 
  Web:  http://armstrongandassociates.ca 
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